The "Dribble Drag" will bounce into the Bus Barns, Saturday, January 23, following the Bakersfield-Paw game. According to Jeff Taylor, president of the BC Associated Men Students, sponsors of the dance, admission will be 25 cents per person and two door prizes will be given. One prize will be a 100 per cent orient sweater for a girl, from Corinna's, Dress Shop, Taylor stated, and the other will be a man's suit jacket from Seller's Men's Shop.

Day to Enter

George Day, from radio station KERO, will handle the platfure for dancing and will encharge the rewarding of door prizes. Taylor is chairman of the dance.

Louis Hall, head of the decoration committee, assisted by Don Taylor, Kent Edwin and Fred Behrens, Ernest J travelers and Paul Luter, assistant chairman, are in charge of the publicity committee. Dana Robertson and Jim Justice are in charge of refreshments.

"Dribble Drag" Bounces Into Bus Barns Saturday

LOUNGE GETS FACE-LIFTING

Council Office Removed
As Work Progresses

By Bill Barnes

Because the student lounge was closed for remodeling last Monday, student body president Jerry Stuart reports that many students who found time on their hands have been forced to find another location in which to sit down and socialize.

A committee headed by Mary Jo Dowd has been appointed to supervise and carry out the re-decorating program. One major change will be the removal of the Fauze control office, which is no longer used, thus providing some additional seating space.

Basketball Rally
Set for Tomorrow
On Harvey Steps

A Pre-Tall game basketball rally will be held on the steps of the Auditorium tomorrow, third period, according to Charles Stover, director of assemblies.

Lakeside Tickets

Tickets are now on sale for the upcoming Lakeside Day festivities at the price of $1 each. The ticket covers the cost of a pre-game dinner and other-game dinner.

Parking Hogs Get It

Parking violators will soon be getting the ax in much the same manner as is shown above. Parkman John Gordon proceeds to get the violators for the ticket which he is making up as a reminder of the drive against the illegal parkers.
**Students Present Views on UMT**

Suddler's note — The following appeared in the beginning of a series of student lectures on the topic of UMT. The views expressed do not necessarily represent the majority of students or faculty at UMT. The recently formed UMT Student Union has been invited to discuss the issues raised in these lectures with the students, and many of them have expressed interest in the topic.

**Lithotiteh**

By Colleen Melson

Your student, like those in "Journey to Tin City," was fascinated. It's a fact. This year's students are definitely more interested in the history and culture of this area than their predecessors. The same can be said for the history of pedagogy and education.

But this isn't to say that the history of education and pedagogy is necessarily more interesting to the students than the history of education and pedagogy. The history of education and pedagogy is still very much with us, and it is in the classroom. The students are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy, and they are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy. The students are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy, and they are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy. The students are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy, and they are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy. The students are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy, and they are still interested in the history of education and pedagogy.

**New Classes Rise To Meet Needs of Greater Enrollment**

Several new classes are offered at UMT, in response to the growing need for more classes. Three new classes are offered in the fall, and two new classes are offered in the spring. The new classes are offered in the fall and spring.

**REMEMBER MAN IS BOSS**

[Blank]

**Moslems Generous With Wife Limits, Wealth of Male Determines Number**

Moslems in the Middle East are known for their generosity, with wife limits and wealth of male determining the number of children. The husbands are the ones who decide how many children they want, and the wives are the ones who have to live with the decision.

**Main Supreme**

The Supreme Court of the United States is the highest court in the United States, and it is the final arbiter of the constitutionality of laws and the constitutionality of decisions made by other courts.

**Divided**

The United States is divided into two main parts: the North and the South. The North is generally more liberal and the South is generally more conservative. The two parts are often at odds with each other, and the division has been a source of conflict throughout American history.

**Annual Council Banquet To Fete New Officers**

The Annual Council Banquet is an event that celebrates the installation of the new officers of the council. The banquet is an opportunity for the new officers to be introduced to the council and for the council to recognize the contributions of the outgoing officers.

**Renege Knights Elect New Officers**

The Renege Knights are a group of students who elect new officers each year. The election is a key event in the life of the Renege Knights, and it is an opportunity for the students to participate in the governance of the group.

**Winter Open Forum Series**

The Winter Open Forum Series is a series of lectures and discussions that take place during the winter months. The lectures cover a variety of topics, and they are designed to engage the community and promote discussion.

**ALL-COUNTY EVENT**

The All-County Event is an annual event that brings together students from different schools in the county to participate in a variety of activities. The event is a great opportunity for students to meet new people and to learn about different cultures and traditions.

**THELMA JEAN**

1339 Charter Lane
Oakland Shopping Center
303-5899

**Winter Open Forum Series**

The Winter Open Forum Series is a series of lectures and discussions that take place during the winter months. The lectures cover a variety of topics, and they are designed to engage the community and promote discussion.

**ALL-COUNTY EVENT**

The All-County Event is an annual event that brings together students from different schools in the county to participate in a variety of activities. The event is a great opportunity for students to meet new people and to learn about different cultures and traditions.

**Photostat Copies**

Photostat copies of Army, Navy, Air Force Discharges and all other important documents.

**Price Blueprint Company**

1600 G Street, Washington D.C.
Phone 3-9866

**Office Supplies and School Supplies**

WINGATE'S OFFICE SUPPLY
1600 19th Street
Phone 3-5966

**Plan Your Weekly Budget**

**WENDY'S**

New Fashion Arriving Every Day

**Quickie**

50% Snack Bar
1400 G Street

**Ten Free Lunches**

Every School Day
Register Now for “Lucky Ten”
Gade Cagers in Showdown Battle
With High Flying Viking Five
Basketballers Return Home Saturday
To Play Cougars-In Non-League Game

By Jerry Horne
The Long Beach Vikings will return home after the tournament to the home court of the basketball gymnasium, facing the Gade High Vikings in a game that will surely test the skills of both teams. The game is scheduled for Saturday, February 4, at 2:00 pm. The Vikings have won three of their last four games, with their only loss coming against the powerful Valley High team.

Potential Turnout
Greets Gags at First Session

The basketball season is heating up as the Vikings prepare for their first non-league game. The team has been practicing hard, hoping to improve their chances of making it to the playoffs. The game is expected to draw a large crowd, with many fans coming to support the Vikings.

Potato Turnout

The Potato Turnout is a group of students who support the Vikings and are known for their loud and enthusiastic cheers.

Come In Now
See Our New Winter
Merchandise

Snappy Service Hamburgers
Now Made
from U.S. Inspected Beef

Our Ground Beef is made
in our own
Sanitary Kitchen

IT'S FRESH

Taste the Difference
Each day we have a different
item on a special price.

Watch our front window
for SPECIALS

HARRY
COFFEE'S

SNAPPY SERVICE

Come In Now! See Our New Winter Merchandise

Snappy Service Hamburgers
Now Made from U.S. Inspected Beef

Our Ground Beef is made in our own Sanitary Kitchen

IT'S FRESH

Taste the Difference
Each day we have a different item on a special price.

Watch our front window for SPECIALS

HARRY COFFEE'S

SNAPPY SERVICE

Back the Gades!!!

BC Keys for Big Doings

Lakeside Day Festivities
Will Kickoff Tomorrow
With Pre-Game Feed

Girls Needed in Race For Potato Games

Go, Man, Go!

Lakeside Day was the host for the annual Lakeside Day festivities, which included a pre-game feed and the potato races.

The Lenten meal was a large hit with the students, who were looking forward to the potato races.

SPECIALS

For a limited time, we are offering a special price on our Snappy Service Hamburgers. Make sure to come in now and try them while they last.

HARRY COFFEE'S

SNAPPY SERVICE

Family-owned and operated, Harry Coffee's provides fresh and delicious food to the Lakeside community. Visit us today and experience our Snappy Service Hamburgers for yourself!
SPORTS

Baseball Lineups Still Uncertain
By Don Morgan

The intercollegiate baseball season is in full swing. In the Metro League, the teams are battling for supremacy. The schedule is as follows:

Harlemites vs. Charity Tilt

Inter-Class Trackfest Approaches as Thunders Look to Opening Meet

Inter Mural Doings

Buy Your New ROYAL PORTABLE From A TYPEWRITER SPECIALIST!

Rough Rider Slacks

Getting A Hot Start

Retailers Head North for Santa Cruz Convention

Reneegade Rip

FROSH, SOPHS, COLLIDE

Spikes Flash in Griffith As Meet Shifts to High

Pageant, Supper Highlight Annual Brotherhood Week

Getting A Hot Start

Coach "Chris" Harrison, who is new to the school, has already made his mark. The action of the Convention's modern catchphrase is in full swing. The annual events for the weekend are as follows:

The schedule for the convention includes registration, business meeting, dance and dinner, and a band, an orchestra, and a concert on Sunday. The group will be accompanied by Richard Tiger, director.

(Continued on Page 5)
 Editorial... Get Off the Dime

Bakerfield College is virtually existing on the proverbial dime. It's time to get off. The activities of this student body are slipping gradually into a state of disarray in which school spirit is becoming a thing of the past.

Expectant! This situation can be witnessed in the diminishing number of clubs during the present school year. Many active organizations of the past are no longer extant. The Science Club, Debaters, Inter-scholastic Club, Piano Club and other clubs, which only recently were thriving organizations with active memberships, have now been disbanded.

True, there are organizations this year which have functioned in a commendable manner, but the number is too small. There are less than twenty clubs in existence now and the vast majority of those are just lounging, with little activity other than periodic meetings.

There exists a general spirit of apathy in the student body, which has itself exhibited in the activities planned—and the word is used with reluctance—volunteers for this year. The price of overextension from the scholastic exertions too much to pay? Probably nobody is interested enough in a project to plan its successful execution; it's improbable that the project will amount to much. This has been the case too often this year.

It is time that something be done about this situation. There is a remedy in the form of the newly organized activity board. Here plans are being formulated for the organization of a club housing league. There is also now on the horizon the inter-collegiate basketball league which is achieving deferred competition among the clubs. There are steps toward what is being sought, and that is the ultimate goal of school spirit.

For more important than these material remedies is the psychological attitude of you the student. You are only hurting yourself by assuming an attitude that says, "Let the other guy do it." Get up and participate yourself. Have a good time, do a little effort and you will be rewarded.

Through your clubs you can raise the spirit of this school. Get together and plan projects. Keep the membership active and interested in your activities with action-producing enthusiasm. Let's get off the dime.

McCutcheon Proxy Bill McCutcheon, B.A. sophomore, was recently elected senior semester president of the Bakerfield High School and College union. Other spring officers were also elected.

Judy Bond Cotton Shirts 3.98

OFFICE SUPPLIES AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES

at WINGATE'S OFFICE SUPPLY

1604 19th Street Phone 5-5986

TRAVEL

BOOK YOUR SUMMER TRIP NOW

Europe

Manchester

Alaska

SOUTH AMERICA

Ecuadorian Tours Independent Tours Barco Cruises

AIR AND STEAMER TICKETS

World Wide Service

Senior space is booking quickly.

So don't delay—let us get your reservations now.

NO SERVICE CHARGE

LAMBAURG TRAVEL SERVICE

under Hotel Blvd.

1607 Hill St. Phone 5-5919

Your Coca-Cola Bottler

Any time is time for Coca-Cola, but

It's Coke Time

STARRING

Eddie Fisher

TUES. & THURS. ON RADIO

A train leaves daily.

IT'S a nine-week vacation.

Buffet Supper.

Twice Each Week

KAFY 7:30 P.M.

It's rumored that Grover has a key to the girl's dorm.

Annual Affair Set (Continued from page 1)

directress of Mrs. R. L. Brown, Mrs. Irving Gans is punch chairman.

MULLER'S

The other major event of Girls' Week will be the "International" buffet supper, Saturday, February 24, at Veterans Memorial Hall on Norris Road.

He's REAL COOL!!

- DIAL 1091

OLEAN HAR RISON'S "Rhythm Box"

& "Saturday Serenade"

KBS

KBO

970 KBO

10-12 mid. Sun., Thurs., Fri.

7-8 a.m. Sun.

7-9 a.m. Thurs.

Cats! Nothing square about the records of

OLEAN HAR RISON'S RECORD SHOP

925 CALIFORNIA AVE.
CAGERS LOOK TO HARBOR, VALLEY CONTTESTS

Club League Tied

Currently atop the Inter-League basketball league standings are the Renegade-Rip, AMS, and the Nansen Clubs with 1-0 records. The Nansen Club is next in the standings with a 1-0-1 record. Fallling in last place are the Engineers with a 0-2 record and the JC blonds with a 0-0-6 record. On Tuesday night the Rip played the AMS and will be favored to annex their second victory.

Gades Roar to Deadlock With 'Slipping' Warriors

Hopeful of gaining closer position in second place in the Metropolitan standings, Coach Gil Bishop's Renegade cagers gun for victory over Harbor and Valley, Friday and Saturday, after decisively whitewashing El Camino and San Diego last week.

The Harbor game will be played at Ninth-Ninth Friday night with a preliminary game at 6:30 p.m. The El Camino defeat elevated Long Beach to first place in the league and when the Warriors beat the Vikings, the El Cash slipped into a second place tie with the Gades.

Bishop will start Blair Russell and Ralph Bailey at forwards, Ed Holliday at center, and Jack Quinton and Leonard Burton at guards in an effort to maintain the second place tie.

New Talent Needed

Sweating, tennis, and golf are still lacking for additional talent upon which to build a strong program.

Among the prospective players, Dick Lemke is showing up nicely as practice at odd hours with Jim Averett and Tom Tucker.

Careless play with the ball has been noticed. A player whose four attempts are going to be Ben Gundy, Walt Napper, Don Roberts, and Jack Frost.

Returning to last week's action, the Gades put the skids to the previously high-flying El Camino as they rallied to a 78-60 victory. The El Camino held the lead throughout these quarters, but were unable to cope with the Hayes closing spurt. Bailey Bailey, the Springfield set shot—outwitted the Warriors, headed pair of Art Herring and Bill Brown with 27 points. Herring backed 23 before fouling out and Brown finished with 10. It was Bailey's marksmanship which kept the Gades in the game in the last half as the cold shooting Bobuphren were held pressed to keep within striking distance.

When Leonard Brown found himself in the second half, there was no stopping the Gades, as they opened up a 10-point against the Warriors in the first half of the cold shooting Bobuphren were held pressed to keep within striking distance.

The Gade rebounding was outstanding as they cleared the boards some 16 times more than the visitors.

The men's basketball teams, although fourth and fifth respectively in the league, however, 43 to 57 per cent.

Last week, Day found the Gades scoring in the spring as they scored against the Gades, 73-66. The Knights were not equal to occasion as the well-balanced Gades proved too much for them.

The Gades' winning streak is expected to continue.

Jumping Jack

Leonard Brown has been highly instrumental in the success enjoyed by the Renegade basketball team which is now tied with El Camino for second place in the Conference standings. Brown's rebounding sparked the cagers to last week's victory over the Warriors.

SEAT COVERS

Convertible Tops
Interior Trim

DAN MORGAN
SEAT COVER CENTER
24th & H St.

SNAPPY SERVICE

Our Ground Beef is made in our own Sanitary Kitchen

IT'S FRESH

Taste the Difference!

Each day we run a different item, at a special price.

Watch our front window for the SPECIALS!

' Snapepy Service Hamburger'

Made from U.S. Hamburger Beef

Across from Harvey Auditorium

Leonard McKaig
interest went steadily

Dr. Ed Simmons, BC dean of men, displayed regret at the loss of debating when he declared: "It will be a tremendous loss to Bakersfield College; the college lacks, as many schools do, the need for debate work as an educational aid. Until this year it had always been a strong and going organization."

No Reason Offered

McKain could offer no single reason for the decline in interest. In 1950, it won the National Phi Delta, A.S.C. Debate Champion-

ship and placed third in the men's division. However, according to the BC debate, only eight students seemed to do much in before arguing.
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TWELVE CLUBS FOLD

AS BC SPIRIT SAGS

Just a matter of time... Apathy's Latest Victim;

College Debate Team!!

Twelve Bakersfield College clubs have ceased to exist as functioning organizations of the school, according to Kent Kilburn, director of student activities.

Seventeen organizations still remain on the active list, but of this number only one is on the board of students.

Kilburn said the fall into disfavor was the debate program. "Lack of interest and student participation brought about its virtual collapse," declared Leonard McKain, college debate coach.

The reason for the decline in activities followed when it became apparent that not enough students were enrolled in debating to make the program worthwhile continuing.

Kilburn listed the seventeen active clubs: A.W.S, A.M.S., Engineers, Alpha Gamma Sigma, Beta Gamma Beta, Delta Phi Omega, International Relations, Interfaith Council, Kraushorn, Fitch, Lancer and Shield, Modern Dance, Newman, Renegade Knights, Roger Williams, Sigma Delta Society, and the German-American Society.

A.V.S. He emphasized the fact that more than half the clubs have had a difficult time organizing and creating interest among the members.

The groups which were bonded, he further explained, are Rally Club, Phi Beta Pi, Phi Lambda Chi, and Phi Delta, A.S.C. Debate Champions.

Dr. Ed Simmons, BC dean of men, displayed regret at the loss of debating when he declared: "It will be a tremendous loss to Bakersfield College; the college lacks, as many schools do, the need for debate work as for an educational aid. Until this year it had always been a strong and going organization."

No Reason Offered

McKain could offer no single reason for the decline in interest. In 1950, it won the National Phi Delta, A.S.C. Debate Championsh

(Continued on Page 11)
VisitorRecallsEngland

Dorothy Berry, a foreign student attending Pasadena College, tells stories from Blackfoot Indian villages in England. She visited Blackfoot College recently while on a tour of the United States.

Dorothy came to the United States six years ago when she was 12 years old. She is now living with her family in Pantone, At Pasadena City College she is a pupil major and is studying to become a high school teacher.

Schools-Different

Here native England is very much like the United States except in their school system, because of both areas attending the same grade schools and high schools the boys go to prom and the girls to prom.

When a child arrives the age of eleven he takes an exam and if he passes he is enrolled in high school.

And those who don't pass the exam continue their studies in grammar school. The chance to pass the exam is given to the students at the ages of thirteen and fourteen. After a full term the school never returns.

No Makeup

Dorothy went to College High School. The girls in high school are not allowed to wear makeup of any kind. All the girls dress on the same order. A navy or a white dress and a blue or a green coat. (our jacket men) with a white tie. No girls are allowed there with bobbed hair and siren "tic tac toe" hat and the good coat.

Religion is taught in the school. The school day begins with the Lord's prayer and the school year begins with the Lord's prayer.

So if you are a Baptist in England and everyone attends a service before school.

All Students

A graduation is an unusual event in England. The students are required to attend an evening service at the American church. The service is conducted in the English language.

No Graduations

The students of the school in England do not participate in the graduation ceremony.

Cinema Scoop

By Bill Watson

"The Long, Long Trail" is a domestic comedy with television's favorites Joelle Burt and Bela Aquino, along with Bert Sherrill. A film that is a treat for lovers of fine performance.

The film is a must see for every fan of the genre. It is a story of the Old West and the challenges faced by the pioneers.

The film is a treat for lovers of fine performance and will leave you with a smile on your face.
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Overworked? Drop Courses Before March 5

The last day a student may withdraw from a course without possibility of pre-dating his scholastic standing has been set at Friday, March 5. Announced by Vernon Flamino, BC dean of Records.

It is a student's right to drop a course before March 5, this course is not listed on the student's permanent record. The permanent record of a student withdrawing from a course after March 5 will show the name of the course, and that the student is doing B or F work at the time of withdrawal, his scholastic record will be penalized.

Those who drop courses after March 5 with a grade of C or better are given an academic transcript for the courses they drop. Otherwise they are given a fail.

Lawn Fifty Becomes Student Haven

"Lawn Fifty" is a popular student gathering place on the campus of the college.

The lawn is a favorite spot for students to study, socialize, and relax.

Lawn Fifty is a great place to study and socialize.

Ho Hum

Taking it easy in true BC fashion are the "scholars" of "Lawn 50." The traditional lounging grounds of the campus are beginning to get usage as the balmy temperature causes its spell. Anybody bring a deck of cards?

Office Supplies

OFFICE SUPPLIES

and

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

at

WINGATE'S

OFFICE SUPPLY

1604 19th Street

Phone 5-5986

TUES & THURS ON RADIO

Coke Time

Starring

Eddie Fisher

twice each week

Kb2 7-7:00 P.M.

CALL: Nothing square about the records of

OLEN HARRISON'S

RECORDS OF COKE

I225 CALIFORNIA AVE.
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Coke is a registered trade mark
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He's Real Cool!!

DIAL

TUES & THURS ON RADIO

OLEN HARRISON'S

"Rhythm Box"

& "Saturday Serenade"

KBIS

970 KC

10-12 mid. Sun. thru Fri.

7-7 Sat.

"Fontain Avenue traffic is the place to test them boys."

All College

This is the only part of the campus that is safe to walk alone. Here we can see the students out and about. While the traffic on Fontain Avenue is high, the campus is alive with activity.

Memes Gallon

Lawn 50 is filled with the sounds of laughter and joy.

Business

Business Mgr. Jack Jensen

Business Assistant: Mary Gardner

Advertising Mgr.: Jim Lovegreen
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### Spring Sports Ready for Initial Tunesup

**Gade Baseballers Hit Road To Open Season’s Action**

The Renegade baseballers travel to Fresno tomorrow for their first game against college competition as they tangle with the Fresno JC. According to Earl Sargent, head baseball coach.

*Little is known of the Fresno squad but the Gadeles should be able to hold their own. In an effort to test the ‘Fresno’ Gadeles will start right hander Dick Adams on the mound and then follow up with Gerald Avent and Bill Roll, in that order.*

The lineup for tomorrow will have Davis Little in center field leading offf, followed by right fielder Mike Solana and Walt Napper. Larry Perrigan will hold in the pitchman slot and short stop spot.

First baseman Harold Dorn and catcher Bill Shuda will provide punch in the lower part of the lineup, along with Jack Thomas at the “hot corner” and Bob Çraven at the “key shortstop.”

**Mermen Hold First Workouts Monday**

The Bakersfield College swim team breaks the ice at the Bakersfield Raggot Club pool, March 11. The men’s team will have three times a week until March 10 at which time they will move to the Jefferson Park pool for daily workouts.

The Gade swimmers will have their first and only home meet of the year at the Jefferson, pool March 11 with a contest meeting the last two men’s teams.

**Tee Artists Round Into Good Shape**

The Renegade golf team is rounding into good shape in anticipation of their first match against Santa Monica at the Riviera Country Club on March the fifth.

Jack Foust and Alan are only five men out for the team at present, but he is looking forward to have the Samo, Little known about, ‘Samuel’ ability, but it is hoped that he will make a good showing for the team.

Leading the five contestants is Dick Morgan who is a highly respected golfer experienced in tournament play, followed by fast-improving, Whellock, who has some high school experience. Also expected to help out the team are Ted Rayes, Bob Easter and Wes Runyon.

### Queen Contest

**Queen Contest**

7th Annual

**SHAFTER POTATO and COTTON FESTIVAL**

LAMBOURNE
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Gade Cagers Wind Up ’54 Metropolitan Race

Heading into the final week of play, the Renegade basketballers must come off with a pair of victories over East Los Angeles and Santa Monica if they are to hold forth in the second position in the Metropolitan standings.

Both tilts are home games at North High with the East LA tussle slated for Friday evening at 8 and the Santa Monica duel Saturday evening at the same time.

Last week's action found the Gades fanning a golden opportunity to lengthen their second place lead over El Camino's when they split with Harbor and Valley, the loop's doormats.

Long Beach has virtually clinched the top spot, but the coveted second place position is still up in the air and will be until late Saturday night when the final tabulations are in.

The East LA Huskies have been troublesome throughout the year and are aching to reverse an early season loss to the Tocals bucketmen. In Neno Felix and Jim Gamble, the Huskies possess as fine a two punch as can be found in junior college play. Certainly the southerners will be primed for a top effort when challenging Bakerfield.

Saturday night, Santa Monica's rallying Corsairs move into town and could be as poisonous to the Gades as they have to recent foes. The Corsairs recently smacked down El Camino, 76-70, thereby derailing the Renegade quintet to its present second ranking.

Nothing would be more delectable to Santa Monica followers than for the Corsairs to upseat the Gades in similar fashion. Denny Nelson and Dan Bora, two veteran hardmorphers, lead the Corsair attack.

Returning to last week's play, the Gades found Harbor to be easy pickings as they rolled to an 88-70 victory. Fast breaking to perfection, Coach Gil Bishop's gang continually outmaneuvered the pesky Harbormen as the entire squad saw action.

Well Balanced Gade Netters Debut

The Renegade net team makes its debut this season against C.O.S. of Vista. Game time is 2:30, and the match will be held at Jastro tennis courts. After four non-league matches here against C.O.S. and Ventura, the Metropolitan loop season begins in the third week of March.

This year's team is green, with no returning men, Fred Bien, Robert Davidson, Paul Rexroth, Paul Swafford, Louis Sorens and Joe Zaragoza are carrying the load until basketball season is over and Ralph Barkey can report.

Coach Don Robards will take a well balanced squad into the league action, and the success of the team will depend on how stiff the competition is in the Southland this year. Robards expects to face some tough teams, and needs the abilities of our best tennis talent at his disposal. Each club in the loop will be met four times, and a busy schedule is promised. If you need exercise, and can wield a racket, practice is daily from 3:30 to 5:00 at Jastro Park.

Intra-Mural Action

Dominance of the intra-mural basketball league was narrowed down-to-the Renegade Rip and the Newman Club as the result of last week's competition. Both clubs have garnered two wins while suffering no defeats.

This Saturday will find the Rip matching shots with the Engineers' Club at the North High gym, in a preliminary game to the Renegade-Santa Monica contest.

The Newman Club will meet the Kraftmen's Club this Friday as a preliminary to the Gade-East LA game.

MUST GAMES!

The Gade-East LA '54 Metropolitan Race...